
If it gets hot SPAL can cool it
SPAL was pleased to be back at Battery Tech Expo, held at Silverstone on an 
atmospheric racing practice day at the end of April.

As one of the smaller specialist shows, it was just right for SPAL to be 
there with its suite of thermal management solutions to join the rest of 
the exhibitors showing off the latest developments in battery technology; 
including testing equipment, and makers involved in battery replacement and 
recycling.

Within 10 minutes of arriving at the show, OEM BDM Paweł Cierniak was 
approached about the 12V version of the brushless drive water pump 
(currently in development) for a motorsport application, where the current 
pump used had on/off function only. There was a need for a CAN controlled 
solution to precisely calibrate water flow, which is exactly what the SPAL 
pump is designed to do. 

The range of High Voltage fans attracted a lot of interest with one early 
adopter giving positive feedback. 

Discussions were also had about cooling for new applications such as carbon 
reduction technology, as well as hydrogen fuel cells and the intense cooling 
required for data centres.

An excellent show which delivered a variety of enquiries for follow up.
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